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TN several articles that have been jmblishetl this
J- year, the subject of recreation has been brought
forward, ^\"e have been urged to throw aside, for
at least an hour a day, all thoughts of lessons or
work and, for the time being, to devote ourseK'es,
to whole-hearted enjoyment. From what has been
said, it would seem as if this were a very simple
matter, as if all we had to do to l)ecome engrossed
in anything or nothing, were to exercise a little will
power—a thing easy to advise, but requiring an ex-
penditure of energy of which we have little to spare.
Undoubtedly we can by our wills accomplish great
things and, for that very reason, we object to put
them to common, daily use. Nor ought this to be
necessary.
The trouble is, we live in New Kngland. It is
commonplace, I know, to mention the weather,
but New England weather, however uninteresting a
topic of conversation, cannot be ignored in consid-
ering this question. 1 )uring the long winter months,
we are no longer provided with incentives to out-
door sports ; we have little skating and almost no
sleighing or bobbing. Incentives, however, we
need for play as well as for work. We are siqjposed
to study more entliusiaslically for the stimulus of
the class-room anil to derive encouragement from
the very atmosphere of work in which we live. l!ut
when, tired of work, we seek rest and change, what
o|)portmiities for |)le istirable recreation arc there?
N'ou may take a walk, solitary or not, according
to vour ])ower to persuade some friend that she
also needs exercise. If vou go alone, \'ou are not
likclv to recreate, though you ma\- ha\e a pleasant
time ; if vou have a companion, \ou uill |irobal)l\-
talk of prol)lems, exiieriments, or other e<iually in-
teresting matters. Someone suggests that you
should not talk sho]). It is hard to do otherwise
since vou must meet on a ground ofcommon inter-
est and here you are perfectly safe anrl can keep
up a conversation without effort. l!ut, girls, no
matter of what ^ou talk, these winter walks soon
become monotonous ; they do not furnish sufficient
change. Nor can a dance in the gymnasium two
or ihree times a week pro\ade the exercise we need.
Even in regard to gymnastics, there is the objection
of compuls(jrv attendance if you once join a class,
while those who exercise in the g\'ranasium from
choice, do it rnerely for the sake of jihysical
development—not a very inspiring motive.
In fact, whiche\er wav we look, we find that
" Jack's play " is a serious matter ; that during the
busiest terrn of the year, he has little opportunity
for complete diversion.
Verv different would be the state of affairs, if we
had an athletic association, to arrange for sports of
different kinds in which the girls coul<l seek to be-
come proficient. Then, for examjile, some would
stri\'e for the distinction of the fleetest hares in the
hare and hound run, while others would wish to
excel in archerv or other games which might lie
introduced. \er\ soon we should find that we
inust have daily praitice in the gymnasium to give
us added strength for athletics ; not only should we
not need to be urged to attend the classes there,
but we could not be shut out trom them. We
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need inducements to exercise, attractive to all. The
question as to how we shall meet this need, is no
less imperative now that the spring, with its birds
and wild flowers to invite us outdoors, is almost
here. In order that next April shall find us more
energetic and full of life than we are to-day, we
should begin now to organize plans for healthy,
active sport for the coming winter.
B., 'go.
We print together the last poems in the two recent
volumes of Tennyson and Browning—Demeter and
Asolando.
EPILOGUE.
In the midnight in the silence of the sleep-time,
When you set your fancies free,
Will they pass to where—by death, fools think, im-
prisoned
—
Low he lies who once so loved you, whom you loved so,
—Pity me?
Oh to love so, be so loved, yet so mistaken !
What had I on earth to do
With the slothful, with the mawkish, the unmanly?
Like the aimless, helpless, hopeless, did I drivel
—Being—who ?
One who never turned his back' but marched breast
forward,
Never doubted clouds would break,
Never dreamed, though right were worsted, wrong
would trmmph.
Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight better.
Sleep to wake.
No, at noonday in the bustle of man's work-time
Greet the unseen with a cheer !
Bid him forward, breast and back as either should be.





Sunset and evening star.
And one clear call for me !
And may there be no moaning of the bar,
When I put out to sea.
But such a tide as moving seems asleep.
Too full for sound and foam,
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark !
And may there be no sadness of farewell
When I embark.
For tho' from out our bourne of time and place
The flood may bear me far
I hope to see my pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.
—Tennyson.




Having pleasant remembrances of a delightful
carriage ride through the Catskills in the month of
July, 1S89, I felt that a description of it might be
enjoyed by your readers.
Early in the golden dawn of a bright summer
morning a party of four, three ladies, myself among
the number, and one gentleman, left the city of
Hudson for a carriage ride through a portion of the
Catskill mountains. The Catskills, with the noble
Hudson at their base, are famous far and near for
their unsurpassed scenery and enchanting views.
It is said that no European traveler ever thinks of
leaving them unvisited.
An open two seated carriage and a span of strong
as well as gentle and sure-tooted horses comprised
our equipage. Knowing that it would add greatly
to lihe pleasure of our trip to have luncheon at
noon in the forest, we had stored away in the car-
riage a hamper of provisions. We also supplied
ourselves with sketching materials, note-books, and
some good reading matter. Being thus well-provi-
ded for in every way, we were off for the Catskills.
Off for the Catskills ! What delightful anticipa-
tions we had at the very sound of these words, off
for the Catskills ! In imagination we at once in-
haled the healthful odor ot the pines and cedars
;
we at once felt invigorated by the bracing air of
the mountains, and we were refreshed by the spark-
ling waters of the abounding springs.
The city of Hudson is on the east side of the
Hudson river, and the Catskills on the west bank,
consequently we crossed the river at Hudson,
on the only communication between the opposite
shores—a ferry-boat. The Hudson is too famous
to require description here, and it is unquestionably
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the most interesting ri\er in tliis couiitrv. We were
more impressed on this lo\-ely sinnuier morning 1)\'
its beauty and magnificence than ever before. We
were \'ery forcibl)' reminded of the history, romance
and ])oetry, whii h ha\e made it a storied stream.
.\s the city of Hudson is only a few miles north
of the (,'atskilis \vc had a fine \'ie\vofthe mountains
while crossing the ri\er. We could also see the
Mountain House in the distance, " like a bit of
snow left on the nnunlains." \\'hen wc reached
the opposite shore, we took the most direct route
to the mountains, passing through several small
villages on our way. The road was rather rough
and stonv, in fact, the worst we encountered dur-
ing the trip, but as we left the village behind us,
and the mountains began to appear, we forgot the
shaking and jolting we were receixing. W'e were
soon in the mountain region ; they began to loom up
on every side ; the air was heavy with the odor of
the pine, spruce, and cedar.
About one P. M. we reached the village of South
Durham, where we stopped for rest and refresh-
ment. We found a kind hearted farmer who agreed
to care for our horses, and our party selected a
camping ground on a hillside near by. We lighted
our alcohol stove, procured water from a neighbor-
ing spring, and had a most delicious lunch. We
did ample justice to our menu, and we never relished
hot cofifee, cold chicken, sandwiches, and so forth,
as we did at our first lunch in the mountams.
A little distance from " our camp," we discov-
ered a lovely spot at the side of a beautiful little
mountain stream. 'We concluded to rest here for
an hour or two, as one of the ladies desired to
sketch the charming scene in front of us. It is a
remarkable fact that from where we sat we could
see into five different states, Comiecticut, Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire, Vermont and New York.
At three P. M. our conveyance was brought to
us and we resumed our journey. We soon passed
through two villages, the latter of which attracting
our attention as being the prettiest of the mountain
towns we had as yet seen. As we approached it,
the meadows were beautiful with waving grass and
grain ; the air was fragrant with the breath of blos-
soming clover ; wild flowers grevyin great profusion
along the roadside. In the town, well kept lawns
and artistic llower-beds surrounded manv of the
neat and jiretty cottages. 'J'here were also several
handsome residences, with beautiful grounds around
them, evidently summer homes of wealthy ])eople.
Soon after si.\ o'clock, we began to feel weary
and were ready to end our first day's drive. Hav-
ing arrived at .\shland, we found the home of
friends of one of the party and we decided to alight,
having first learned that the)' could accommodate
us with bed and board and care for the horses. It
was an ideal mountain home. The house was
([uite a distance from the main road in a beautiful
valley entirely surrounded by the mountains. The
family was a large one, of very delightful people
and those of us who had never met them, had not
been in their home many minutes before we felt as
though we were with old acquaintances. W'e spent
the evening in the parlor singing, and talking over
our day's experiences.and planning for the morrow's
drive.
After a most refreshing night's sleep, we awoke
early in the morning bright and well, eager to start
on our second day's journey. The first town we
reached on this day is distinguished from its neigh-
bors for having had among its inhabitants an ex-
ceedingly eccentric man, whose name was Pratt.
This JNIr. Pratt had had statues, busts, and animals
carved out of the mountains and cliffs, and painted
white, that they might be seen a great distance.
Near the road was a large stone set up in memory
of three favorite horses and dogs of Mr. Pratt. On
this stone it was inscribed, that a thousand horses
had lived and died in the service of Mr. Z. Pratt
;
of these the favorites were buried on this spot.
On the road from Prattsville to Lexington, we
saw the grand dripping rocks, so called because
water drips from them constantly, and we also saw
the rock canopy, which consisted of a large rock
shaped like a shelf and which extended into the
road far enough for a dozen or more persons to
stand underneath it. Near these rocks was a large
cluster of luxuriant daisies and ferns which excited
our wonder and surprise, because they seemed to
be growing out of the rocks with no apparent soil.
A sketch of the flowers with the rocks was added
to our portfolio.
The Schoharie creek ran along the side of the
road we were traveling on and we followed it for
many miles. At Jewett Centre, a town on the line
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of this creek, we stopped long enough for rest and
lunch and to have the horses cared for, when we
proceeded on our way to Hunter. From Hunter
we could see the Hunter mountain, next in size to
the largest of the C'atskill range. It is 4052 feet
in height.
A few miles beyond HunterwasTaunersville which
was our post office address for this trip. Here we
found letters awaiting us from home and wc were
delighted to receive them, and read them with as
much avidity as though thousands of leagues lay
between us and our own roof-tree.
In the late twilight of an enjoyable day,\ve enter-
ed the delightful little town of Haines Falls. We
found a quiet inn upon the road-side that looked
the abode of comfort, and as we were tired and
hungry and as our patient steeds began to show-
signs of weariness, we alighted and stayed over
night. The surroundings of this inn were full of
picturesque beauty, especially when the sun set be-
hind the hills and gorgeous colors came out in
strong contrast with the deepest shadows. The
sunset was followed by a brilliant moon, which ad-
ded fresh beauty to the scene and we could not re-
sist the desire to sit upon the piazza in the evening
and admire it. We arose quite early in the morn-
ing and after a substantial breakfast we walked to
the famous falls. Our walk was through a narrow,
nigged, winding mountain path and after a little
difficult)' we found them, but alas ! only to be dis-
appointed ! We could only see them from the rear, as
avaricious persons had built a high fence in all the
places where a front \iew might be obtained. \
certain amount of money for each person, I believe,
must cross the palm of a collector before one may
see the falls. Howe\-er, we had a grand view of a
deep gorge. There was an indescribable charm in
this view and we were very much fascinated by its
rough, wild beauty, but knowing that our time was
limited, and our equipage waiting to take us to the
" Mountaur House," we reluctandy hastened back
to the hotel.
On the way to the " Mountain House " and on
the summit of the mountain we saw the two little
lakes made famous in old Indian traditions, called
North and South lakes. We recalled one legend
as it is given by ^^'ashington Irving in his sketch
book, and we half expected to see a wigwam, and
the old Indian squaw who ruled the spirits that in-
fluenced the weather,"spreading sunshine or clouds
over the landscape, and sending good or bad hunt-
ing seasons." Another has said, that " This range
of mountains was supposed by the Indians to have
been originally a monster who devoured all the
children of the Red Men, and that the Great Spirit
touched him when he was going down to the salt
lake to bathe, and here he remains. " These two
little lakes were' regarded as the eyes of the mon-
ster." On the smooth and glossy surface of these
lakes were seen row-boats and skiffs, filled with gav
and merry parties of pleasure-seekers.
We soon reached the " Mountain House," and
here the scene that breaks upon the \-ision is indeed
magnificent ; to fitly describe it is beyond
the power of my humlile pen. ^Ve were
three thousand feet above the river, and which
ever way one might look, it seemed as if the river
lay at one's feet. The city of Troy which stands
toward the Ijead of the Hudson, could be seen
quite distinctly, and in the opposite direction we
could see down to the Highlands. All around us
as far as the eye could reach, might be seen hills
and mountains, tall forest trees and beautiful mead-
ows with here and there farm houses, hamlets and
towns scattered between. As we gazed with rapture
upon the grand panorama before us, we felt that it
must be impossible for the dwellers of these towns
to live under the shadow of the sublime old moun-
tains and not be impressed with the mighty power
which could create and sustain them ; to be in com-
munion with nature and not be lifted through na-
ture up to nature's God. AVe felt that there were
many beautiful and important truths which are not
written in books and for which one must go to the
mountains anil forests.
-\ short distance from the " Mountain House "
is another famous summer hotel "The Kaaterskill."
From here the view was even more magnificent and
so impressed were we by the scene, that we were
speechless with admiration and could only " stand
still and consider the wondrous works of Ciod." At
the " Kaaterskill " the Chinese legation were sum-
mering, and one of the embassadors was upon the
piazza. He looked very picturesque in his flowing
robe of white silk and pale blue silk hat, and his
appearance interested us to such a degree that it
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must l)c confessed, we lookeil at him loiigt'r than
politeness or gootl-breeding umiKl allow.
From the" Kaaterskill," we turned our faces and
horses homeward. .\s we descended the mountain
to go to the town of I'alfnxilie enchanting scenes
met our eyes at every turn. < )nc i>f the ladies and
myself decideil to walk down the mountain, a dis-
tance of fue miles ; this enabled us to see man\'
charming views that cannot he seen from a carriage
and are hidden from the hotel piazzas. Several
rougli sketches of the views were added to those we
already had, to be filled out at <iur leisure.
This road is called the Switzerland road, because
it is nearer in construction to the rcjads in that
country than any other in this part o\' the L'nited
States. It is more commonly known as the Hard-
ing road, having been built by a Mr. Harding, the
one who erected the " Kaaterskill Hotel." It is
built around the mountain sides, a spiral from the
top to the foot, of the mountain. As we began our
descent we could see below us, almost directly un-
derneath, hundreds of feet down in the abyss, this
road like a yellow streak winding its way toward
Palenville. It then seemed impossible that we
could ever reach that, portion of the road. But,by
continuous winding, we at last reached the base of
the mountain and glancing upwanl it seemed equal-
ly impossible that we had ever come so far. Half
way down the mountain just as we rnade a turn in
the road, there, in distinct outline against the blue
sky, was the perfect profile of an Indian, fashioned
and sculptured by the elements of nature. The
different views that met our eA'es during our walk
down the mountain will everbe remernbered. First,
the vast gorge below us with its steep declivities
covered with a li\'ing green : then, in the distance
the majestic mountains clothed from base to top
with tall forest trees, alternating with meadows and
villages ; also the river, in whose limpid waters
were mirrored every tree, every crag and every
fleecy cloud, was flowing placidly and peacefully on
to the sea. All these were indeed scenes of the
greatest beautv and grandeur, and such as ne\'er
will be forgotten.
We turned away from the feast of vision with
great reluctance, entered the carriage and speedily
reached the village of Palenville. Here we halted
for dinner for ourselves and horses. After a
delKKJUs repast we were again in our conveyance,
and late in the afternoon reached the old village of
Catskill. The oldest part of this town cannot be
seen from the river, but within the last (ew years
many fine residences have l)een built on the north-
ern slope, which 1 oniniand extensive views of the
Hudson.
We were now but six miles fruni oiu- starting
point, and after making a short call upon friends,
we proceeded on our journey homeward. We
reached the town of.Vthens, classic name ! which is
nearly opposite the city of Hudson, just at sun-
d(jwn, and immediately embarked for the opposite
shore. While on the river we had a final look at
the C'atskills, as they stood out in bold relief against
the evening sky. The summits were brightened bv
the rich glory of the summer sunset ; the clouds
were tinged with a rosy light slowly changing to.
soft purple and the gray of e\-ening. The deep
dark woods seemed bathed in deep purples and
browns, making one of the richest feasts of color
that ever delighted the eye of man. .\s we neared
the opposite shore the stars had begun to appear,
and the moon was gradually sending her soft rays
of mellow light over the hills and down into the
valleys adding a new phase of beauty to the majes-
tic scene. .As we beheld this scene of unsurpassed
grandeur and sublimity, we involuntarily exclaimed,
"^Vhat is man that thou art mindful of him." Thus
ended our three da\s carriage ride in the Cats-
kills.
.\nd now to sum up in a word the impressions
of our trip. Had our anticipations been realized ?
Had all the promises of an enjoyable time been
fulfilled? A\'ould we as gladly set out for another
ride through the C'atskills? 'I'o these questions we
answer most emphatically, yes ! It was our first
visit to these far-fomed mountains and in no place
did the Catskills disappoint us, on the contrary
everything exceeded our imagination, and manv
times we were wholly unprepared for the delights
that awaited us. It was the unanimous \'erdict of
the party, that it had been an ideal outing, an<l we
promised ourselves another visit to the Catskills be-
fore many summers had passed away.
Florence L. Elh-ry, '88.
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ECHOES OF THE HEART. THE BROWNING ROOM AT WELLESLEY
COLLEGE.
(From tlie Chvisliaii Register, Feb. 6, iSgo.)
Ballad songs and hero-stories brave,
Nursery rhymes of rhythm quaint and fail".
Cluster round a little grass-grown grave.
Turn to violets there.
Water-babies playing in the sea,
Winged fairies flying in the sun.
Evermore shall float and wander free,
Story life is done.
Other hearts may call them as they pass,
Tell the bed-time legends soft and slow
;
Silent stand I by that bed of grass,
Where the violets grow.
Wrens and robins chat and chirp around,
All the place is sunlit, every tree
Holds a lullaby of summer sound,
Like a murmuring sea.
Does it hush the folded lids to rest
With caressing voice? O Nature-song,
Through my silence waft thy echoes blest.
Come and linger long !
Whisper words of childhood through the grass.
Heaven's blue hills hold music ! Mine is done.
Heaven-born children call him as they pass,
Shining in the sun.
Lillian Co)-beit Barnes, '91.
NON OMNIS MORIAR.
By Charlotte Ellsworth Rose.
When Death, the foe, with fresh-whet scimitar
Draws near, and I can no more shun his face,
For that last conflict give me, Lord, the grace;
Assure me, as death draweth near apace,
iVon oninis moriar
!
Tell me, in spite of open wound and scar
That he may leave—though others think me dead
—
Lord, thou hast promised to lift up my head
;
Grant me some token that, as thou hast said,
jVon omnis moriar
'.
The gates of glory let me see unbar,
Give me a glimpse into the Better Land.
Stand thou beside me, take me by the hand
;
Tell Death, G Lord, that it is thy command,
Non cmnis moriar
cowardly heart, my peaceful hope to mar
By such comjjlaining and such senseless doubt
!
Assurance lies the whole wide world throughout.
1 know b/ every sign within, without,
NoH omnis moriar
Christian Union.
One of the best illustrations of the aesthetic
element in the higher education of women is ex-
emplified by the Browning Room at Wellesley
College. It is a large parlor at the right of the
main entrance, furnished to afford the students an
ideal of beauty. The walls are covered with
stamped Venetian leather in dull red, the color of
old Russian leather. The embossed figures are
those of birds, flowers, and shrubs, hand-painted,
in bronze and gold. The original design was an
exquisite piece of medijeval art in Venice, and was
copied in London expressly for the College. The
frieze, a most charming series of flower-pieces, is
celebrated among artists, being the work of the
distinguished painter of flowers, Miss Ellen Rob-
bins. It consists of panels on canvas in oil, each
panel representing a different flower. The average
dimension of the panels is twenty-seven by thirty
inches. The wild flowers of Wellesley are painted
on the frame of the large mirror, by the same
artist. As the room has been named in honor of
Mrs. Browning, the three large windows, elegantly
designed in rich cathedral glass by MacDonald of
Boston, represent well-known subjects from the pen
of that gifted poetess. On one is a potrait of Lady
Geraldine,
—
And her front is calm,—the dimple
Rarely ripples on the cheek.
On another of Aurora Leigh,
—
I drew a wreath, drenched, blinding me
With dew, across my brow.
On the third is the romance of the Swan's Nest,
—
Past the bough she stops—and stoops
—
Lo, the wild swan had deSerted,
And a rat had gnawed the reeds.
These windows are all highly artistic, and excite
admiration by their delicacy of tint and beauty of
execution. The ceiling is finished in heavy mould-
ings of ash, forming panels which are filled with
another pattern of Venetian leather, the ground-
work being the color of old gold, on which are
embossed rose-buds and foliage. The floor is
covered with a rich and heavy India rug. The
furniture is of carved teak-wood, which has all the
lustre and richness of ebony, and includes several
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specimens of ( )rienlal rarveil work. 'I'here is an
exquisitely ('ar\cil Japanese cabinet, executeil with
delicate tracery in some unknown black wood re-
sembling ebony. This is surmounted by a gracefid
Japanese stork in old bronze, and a daimio's sword-
rack containing two swords. One of these is an
ancient Japanese sword of slate, with a sheath of
beautifully-tinted sea-shells embedded in lacquer,
and hearing on its handle the ancient family crest
of its former possessor, a weapon of great antiquity,
carried' by ladies, encased in a sheath of bronze
inlaid with gold. The cabinet contains a collection
of ancient Japanese ceramics and lacquer work.
.AH of these are of great intrinsic value, and several
are rare specimens.
An ancient marriage chest and an upright cabi-
net in old oak, excellent specimens of mediaeval
German art, are remarkable objects of interest.
The marriage chest is very finely carved, and, ac-
cording to the inscription, was made in 1647. '^'n
the lid are two panels ; one represents the resurrec-
tion of Christ from the opening tomb, surrounded
by a group of soldiers, one of whom is starting up
with wonder and awe depicted on his face. The
other panel represents the ascension of the Saviour,
about whom are clustered the disciples. The sides
and front of the chest are covered with carvings.
One of the principal groups portrays the marriage
ceremony, and the other the meeting of Jacob and
Rachel at the well. The design is in keeping with
the old marriage benediction, " May your lives be
as happy as those of Jacob and Rachel." Near
the chest stands the upright cabinet, which is fin-
ished in grotesque carvings in high relief. In this
room are several bronzes, an excellent study signed
by Clodion, a Sappho, a Lesbia, etc. There are
two fine pictures ; a portrait of Yittoria Colonna
from the one by Muziano, an<l a beautiful St. Bar-
bara by Ciirolamo Mazzuolli.
But the most interesting attractions of this won-
derful room are yet to be mentioned. The students
look with joy and pride on the beautiful marble
bust of Mrs. Browning by Story, the distinguished
sculptor, and friend of the Brownings.
On a stand near the bust, in a modest frame, is
a letter from Robert Browning which contains the
following sentence : " I beg to present to \\'ellesley
College the original manuscript of the first poem in
the <:ollection of' Last i'ocms by Ivlizaljcth Barrett
llrowning,' " and beside the letter, in the delicate
handwriting of its author, is the jujem " Little
Mattie."
The marble statue (jf the Reading (iirl, 1)\- lack-
son, excites the admiration of everyone, and is
considered, by the best judges of statuary, a won-
derful production. It represents a lovely girl,
sitting in an easy position and apparently absorbed
in the book before her. There is also a marble
bust of Young .Augustus.
In the hall near the entrance to the Browning
Room are several choice paintings, including a
flower-piece painted two hundred years ago bv
Mario Muzzi, Ciibraltar from the Sjjanish Shore, by
R. Swain Gifford, Close of a Stormy Day, by .Arthur
Quarterly, The Letter ^Vriter, by Carl Hiibner,
Only a Mullein, and a \'ase of asters, golden-rod
and fern, by Miss Robbins.
The wise liberality of the honored Foundt-r uf
the College is shown in his thoughtfulness in pro-
viding the beautiful as well as the useful for the
enjoyment and culture of those who are so fortunate
as to spend their College years at Wellesley.
—The Chrisfia II Union.
Since the above article was written, several other
objects of interest have been added to the Brown-
ing Room. On the wedding-chest stand portraits
of the Emperor and Empress of Japan, presented
to the College by the Empress herself after her visit
to Wellesley. In a far-off corner one may discover
a curious, musical instrument ; this is a Tapanese
Koto, intended to be ])layed like the guitar, e.xcept
that the fingers of the player must be cased in silver
thimbles. The room contains several other bronzes,
among which may be mentioned a copy of the
^^arwick bowl, a large plate from Count Stolberg,
of Ilsenberg, and a finely-wrought " Horace and
Lydia." Last, but far from being least, should
be mentioned a beautiful " Book of Sonnets from
the Portuguese," by Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
presented to the College b\- Ticknor and Co. It
is exquisitely illustrated, and its beautv of form
matches well the beauty of the sonnets themseh'es.
A. AL Mc-C.n:
It is thy duty oftentimes to do what thou wouldst
not; thy duty, too, to leave undone what thou wouldst
do. Thomas <iKe\itpis.
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Oh a Freshman and a Senior went to row
In a leaky College boat,
They took a guitar to play a tune
As down the stream they'd float
;
The Freshman looked to the skies above
And sang to her sweet guitar,
" Oh lovely Senior, oh Senior, my love.
What a dear darling Senior you are."
Said Senior to Freslinian, " My dear little girl
1 think you'd better pull.
This boat is filling with H, O,
And will soon be uncomfortably full."
So they rowed away without further delay
To the place where the College stands.
And there on the shore was a tall Sophomore •
With a tin-can held fast in her hands.
" Take pity, my friend, and lend us your can,
" I would," said she, " but I can't
;
It holds a botanical specimen
Which I've brought down here to plant."
So they lost their row, but no matter you know
It didn't spoil their fun,
—
For heart to heart, 'neath the gas-light spark




The evening of March i, found the members of the
Microscopical and Scientific Society, together with
many friends and guests, gathered in the Physical Lec-
ture Room for the regular monthly meeting. The
consideration of " Science Among the Ancients" was
continued by Miss Balch, who discussed the work of
Archimedes and others of his time. Miss Hazlewood
illustrated this paper by some e.xperiments, using ap-
paratus invented at that time. Archimedes' Screw or
the Spiral Pump, an instrument for lifting water by
means of its own gravity, and Hero's Fountain were
shown. The '-Principle of Archimedes" was illus-
trated, also. The remainder of the evening was devoted
to a Lantern Exhibit, subject, " Crystallization," given
by Miss Whiting. Solutions of various salts were
allowed to evaporate, thus forming the characteristic
crystal of each. The beautiful forms were seen to
spread over the field of view, now with fairy-like deli-
cacy, and again with massive solidity, now with the
rapidity of a flash, and again with most deliberate
slowness. The fern-like forms of lead crystals created
most interest because of their beauty, while those of
common salt, because of theirutilitv,were none the less
appreciated. Slides of various crystals were also
shown under the microscopes.
Freeman dining-hall again extended its hospitality
to the Shakespeare Society for its regular meeting
March 22. De.^pite the severe storm a large number
were present, and the meeting proved one of the most
interesting of the year. The Shakespeare News given
by Miss Stimson included an account of a valuable set
of wooden blocks, belonging to the N. Y. Shakespeare
Society, on which are engraved the marks of some
twenty of Shakespeare's Contemjioraries in Stratford,
showing the probability of his education outside that
place. Proof has recently come to light that Shakes-
i:)eare's wife was Anne or Agnes Whately and not
Hathaway, as was formerly supposed. Readers of
Shakes;periana will be interested to know that here-
after it is to be an illustrated quarterly. The study of
the Sonnets was opened by a history of their editions
and probable date of composition (1598-1609) by Miss
Pleasants. The first edition was published in 1609,
probably without Shakespeare's knowledge, showing
that they were long held from the public as if of a per-
sonal nature. Miss Converse recited the thirty-third,
fifty-fourth, and ninty-ninth. Miss Swift gave a fine
study of Shakespeare's personality as displayed in the
Sonnets, showing them as his psalms, revealing at
once the weakness and the glory of his nature. Miss
Dunlap recited the twenty-ninth, ninty-fifth, and one
hundred and forty-ninth. Miss Wade made a compara-
tive study of the Great Sonnets, taking Petrarch,
Michael Angelo, Dante, Spencer, Sidney and Mrs.
Browning as representative sonneteers, and comparing
the work and ideal of each with that of Shakespeare.
There is especial interest in comparing Petrarch's Laura
treading air with Shakespeare's " dark lady" walking
the earth, Dante's mysterious, idealized Beatrice with
Shakespeare's heroine, flesh and blood indeed, and not
lovely flesh at that. The members of the Society then
gave their favorite Sonnets in roll-call. The thirty-
third, seventy-third, ninety-fourth, and one hundred
and sixteenth were those oftenest mentioned. Son-
nets on the Sonnet by Wordsworth and by Richard
Watson Gilder were read. The requirements for a
perfect sonnet were given, and an open discussion of
the form and character of the Sonnets followed. The
Society seemed unanimous in considering them auto-
biographical and in condemning Browning's lines,
" ' With this same Key
Shakespeare unlocked his heart '
!
•Did Shakespeare? if so, the less Shakespeare he."
With Swinburne's " Not the less Shakespeare but the
less Browning he."
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The regular ATareli meeting of llie Microscopical and
Scientic Society was held March 22, in the P. L. R.,
the President in the cliair. The subject considered by
the papers of the evening was Diatoms. Miss Bertha
Wilson gave a general view of the group, Diatoma-
cex, its position in the vegetable kingdom and the
manner of growth and structure of these organisms.
Miss Jennie C. Newcomb presented the subject of the
" Distribution, and Methods of Collecting and I'reserv-
ing Diatoms.'' Attention was called to the mounts of
Dr. Smith, an eminent Diatomist, al.so to those of Dr.
Walker, whose slides are the most beautiful in the
country. .Slides by each of these men were e.\hibited
under the microscopes. I'he third paper, on Fossil
Diatoms, was read by .Miss Charlotte Hazlewood. The
President then introduced Prof. Hayes, an honorary
member of the Society, who presented to the Society
in the name of Mrs. Abigail Painter Mason, a set of
75 rock sections mounted for microscopic e.xamination,
together with chips of the same specimens. A letter
also was read from Mrs. Mason giving some explanations
concerning the rock sections. It was moved that the
Corresponding Secretary be instructed to send a letter
expressing the hearty thanks of the Society to Mrs.
Mason tor this gift. The motion was seconded and
carried.
The fourth lecture in the course on Latin literature
was given on Saturday, Alarch 22, by Professor Lord.
Her subject was Lyric and Elegiac Poetry. In intro-
duction, she said that the Golden Age of Roman
Literature was divided into two periods, the Ciceronian,
in which prose reached its perfection ; and the August-
an, the age of poetry. Yet in the Ciceronian age, lived
two of the greatest elegiac poets: Lucretius, the poet
of philosophy, and Catullus. The style of Catullus
shows the Alexandrian inHuence, then at its height,
giving precision in form and meter. His hexameters
are bold and vigorous, Greek in subject and style.
Of his longer poems, we have two Epithalamia. Atys,
a more formal poem, is the only example of the Galliani-
bic meter, and was probably translated or adapted from
the Greek. Yet he is immortal not for these but for
his lyrics. He is " the Burns of Latin song." His
love for Lesbia had a hurtful influence on his life
—
yet
he writes many poems to her. In these, he uses the
Hendeca-syllabics, which he so improved that it must
be called his, if he is not its originator. His style in
the lyrics is characterized by simplicity, and by the use
of the same or like words, and of fond diminutives.
The most admired of his lyrics are two companion
pieces, in one of which the coincidence of verbal and
verse accent gives great simplicity of sound. In the
next generation, we have five names : Horace, Nasso,
(Jvid, Tibullus. I'ropertius. Of these, the last three
were distinctively elegiac poets. Horace will be the
subject of a future lecture. Ovid was passed over in a
few words ; he is the most voluminous; his style is
smooth, musical, and full of imagery. Tibullus sang
and lived a simple, country life. His genius is purely
Italian and natural. .'Ml his works are elegies with
ideal subjects. I'ropertius lived chiefly at Rome and
was a court poet. His style is afiected by Alexandrian
influence and is characterized by allusions and use of
classic names. .Miss Lord's translations of character-
istic selections in the meter of the Latin poem preserved
for us many of the excellencies of the original. When
song died out in the court, it arose in the churches.
.Many hymns were written at this period for use in the
Christian churches. The meters are varied but the
theme is always simple. Only a few of these remain.
The most admired are one " On the Glories of Para-
dise " and the " Dies Irae,"' which is said to be the
most sublime of uninspired hymns.
I.\ spite of written reviews and extra work which
always go hand in hand with the last few days of the
term, a large number assembled in the Chapel Monda\-
evening, March 24, to listen to a piano recital by
Carl Faelton. i\Ir. Faelton was at his best and delighted
Wellesley even more than usual. The following is the
program presented :
Chromatic Fantasie and Fugue, Bach.
Theme and \'ariations in B. flat, Op. 41. Schubert.
Sonata in Dminor Op. 31, no. 2, lleethoven.
Intermezzo, Romanza and Finale, from
" Faschingsschwank," - - Schumann.
Rustic Waltz and Fairy Tale, Op. 162.
Nos. 3 and 4. ----- - Raff.
a. Nocturne in D flat, Op. 27, No. 2, ? Chopin.
/;. Scherzo, in B flat, minor, Op. 31. \
The rendition of the famous Chromatic Fantasie and
Fugue gave evidence of Mr. Faelton's power and of his
masterly interpretation of Bach. The contra'sting
themes of the first movement of the Sonata in D minor
suggesting Wagner's Taunlrauser, were clearly and
forcibly presented, while the Romanza cf the fourth
number brought one under the spell of those sad
thoughts which sometimes steal into the midst of
gayest scenes. The two selections from Chopin well
merited the enthusiasm with which they were received
and formed a fitting close to the fine concert.
'91, as hostess, opened the doors of the gymnasium
to her fair friends of '92 on Monday afternoon, March
24. The guests were entertained by a matinee, the
presentation being " A Scrap of Paper.'' Both '91 and
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her guests were in an excellent frame o( mind, and the
interval before the rising of the curtain was passed in
animated conversation and examination.of the programs
which were appropriately adapted to the play, and were
scraps of paper, twisted for lamplighters, and burnt at
one end. The whole plot turns on a note, the varying
fortunes of which one follows with breathless interest'
from the time of its concealment in the base of a statue'
tlirough its use as a candle-lighter and as the cage of
the " little beast" until it becomes again
another love-letter, and at last falls into the hands of
the conquering but conquered Suzanne. The characters
were well sustained and most satisfactorily presented,
without exception. The blase Prosper and fascinating
Suzanne were enthusiastically received, and the little
naturalist Brisemonche, a trifle unbalanced after a
hearty dinner, was simply irresistible. Between the
acts, fine music was furnished by the '91 Glee Club,
which proved an invaluable accompaniment to the
troupe in the pleasant task of entertaining. Chocolate,
wafers, and dancing claimed some share of attention
before each girl shouldered her chair and carried it
back to the despoiled dining-room. The following waS
the cast of characters :
Prosper Couramont, S. Reed.
Baron de la Glaciere, M. Spalding.
Brisemonche (landed proprietor and
naturalist,) U. E. Wardwell.
Anatole (his ward,) M. M. Taylor-
Baptista (servant,) L. Barnes.
Louise de la Glaciere, Miss G. Stuart.
M'dlle Suzanne de Russeville (her
cousin,) Miss E. Stewart.
iMathilde (sister to Louise,) Miss A. Woolfolk.
M'dlle Zenobic (sister to Brisemonche,) Miss A. Beale.
Pauline (maid.) Miss C. Sibley.
*
Rev. Dr. Chadburn, of Cambridgeport, preached on
Sunday, March 23, from the text John 6 : 68, 69
;
" Then Simon Peter answered him, 'Lord, to whom
shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal life. And
we believe and are sure that thou art that Christ, the
Son of the living God.'" In the evening. Vespers
followed the usual Chapel services. The College Glee
Club made its first appearance, and certainly raised the
anticipations of the College for the concert which is to
be given soon. "The Lord is my shepherd" was
beautifully rendered as regards both enthusiasm and
delicacy. The service comprised the following selec-
tions :
One Sweetly Solemn Thought, Ambrose.
Communion in F. Grison.
The Good Shepherd, Barri.




All former inmates of Norumbega will be grieved to
learn that Rob, Mrs. Newman's canary, will sing his
sweet songs no more, no more " />hy dead." He has
endeared himself to all who knew him by his winning
ways and tricks, and through the ten years of his glad
and happy little life, he has made many friends. The
bright little fellow will be much missed from among
us.
The Art Society devoted its meeting on Mar. 22 to
a study of costume. Miss Overstreet read an interest-
ing paper speaking especially of European costumes
from the beautiful and expressive Greek drapery through
the graceful mediaeval kirtle and the attempts of later
days at grace and elegance which too often resulted in
awkwardness and painful stiffness. Pictures illustrating
the costume of all ages were passed around among the
members. After this, Miss Sinclair told the society
about the Japanese costume with its picturesqueness
and beauty of color. Through the kindness of Miss
Knox, the costume was seen in photographs taken in
Japan and by a beautiful Japanese dress. Miss Luther
showed also several of the native costumes of Burmah,
after which the members of the society separated to re-
consider the plans of their next gowns in the light of
the evening's information.
Miss Florence Yost, instructor in Latin last year,was
at College during the 25 th and 26th.
The picture "Only a Mullein" which stands in the
First-floor Centre now appears in a new garb. Miss
Robbins had it sent to her studio in Boston and im-
proved the painting very much by the addition of leaves
and a deep green shading.
Miss Lucy E. Guiness of London spent several days
in Wellesley just before the vacation. On Tuesday,
she spoke to the Senior and Junior Bible classes on
her work among the factory girls in East London. Her
descriptions were very vivid and no one of the audience
could help being deeply interested and longing to hear
more of the wonderful work. In the evening. Miss
Guiness spoke in the Stone Hall parlor.
It has been announced that the Technology Quartet
assisted by the Mandolin Club and Yodler will give a
concert in the Town Hall on Friday, April 18. The
Quartet which belongs to the Architectural Department
at the Institute and is familiarly known as the T Square
Quartet, has given a number of successful concerts this
winter. But the novelty of the entertainment lies in
the Mandolin Club which is the first to play before a
Wellesley audience. The Yodler is already known
here as he yodeled on Float Day, last year.
The College Settlement Association held a meeting
Tuesday evening for the election of officers. Miss
Scudder was elected as representative from Wellesley
for the Electoral Board, and Miss Elizabeth Blakeslee,
'91, to serve as her secretary.
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INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS.
The new Hiir'i'cinl Aihiiha/i- Ijoartl is composed en-
tirely of '92ers.
Pastora E. Humphrey, of Newport, has given
Harvard $10,000 for a Scholarship to l)e awarded to
students from Thomaston, Maine.
It is stated that Woosier University is about to e.\-
ciude fraternities. The cause as.signed is tliat ihey
countenance dancing and card playing.
Prof. H. Newall has developed the biological de-
partment of Johns Hopkins University into probably
the most important institution of the kind in this
country.
The rehearsals for " Lafayette," the original play to
be given by the Columbia College Dramatic Club this
spring, have already begun. The scene is laid in
France and America.
During the week ending March 22, several clubs
were formed among the students at Princeton, from
certain parts of the country, which will doubtless do a
great deal toward making the college better known and
toward influencing students to choose this college as
their Alma Mater.
The Co!ored Men : The Episcopalians are establish-
ing a theological seminary in connection with Fisk
University. The Congregationalists are endeavoring
to add a chair of theology to Howard University.
There are twelve colleges with 922 students, sixteen
theological seminaries, four law and three medical
schools for the colored people.
The Boston Herald iias founded two scholarships of
f600 and $400 respectively. They are to be given to
the graduates of high schools and academies who have
shown especial ability in English composition, and who
wish to take a four years college course. One fourth
of each scholarship will be payable yearly on presenta-
tion by the candidates of certificates showing that they
have passed their examination for that year.
Students^ Volunteer Moveineiii—This movement is
rapidly widening its influence and growing in power.
In Kansas there are 100 young men pledged to foreign
mission work. In Ohio the number of volunteers al-
ready reaches 243 and $3,690 is pledged for a year's
support of the various college alumni. Oberlin and
Ohio Wesleyan each contribute $1,000 to this fund.
Of the 4,000 students who have joined this movemen
one-fourth are young ladies and 195 have already gone
to foreign lands.
OUR OUTLOOK.
There are eighty-one women in Kansa.s acting a.s
superintendents of public schools.
Forty women were recently graduated as Doctors of
Medicine from the Women's Medical College of Penn-
sylvania.
In .South London there are said to be two hundred
thou.sand unmarried women and girls employed in va-
rious trades.
Prof. Sophia Kovalersky, of Stockholm, was elected
corresponding member in mathematics by the Russian
Academy of Sciences at its recent annual silting.
A school for women journalists has been opened in
London by Misses Emily and Georgiana Hill who edit
the Westminster and London Gazette.
A Buftalo girl displayed such excellent taste in the
arrangement of a shop window, in that city, that she
has been offered a similar position, with large salary,
by a firm in London. England.
Miss E. .M. Merrick, a London artist who last vear
went to Cairo to paint the picture of the Khedive, has
now received an order for a portrait of Henry .M. Stan-
ley, which the explorer is to present to the Roval
Geographical Society.
Helen Allingham, widow of William AUingham, the
poet and song writer, has been the recipient of a great
compliment. She is the first woman to be elected a
member of the English Royal Society of Painters in
water-colors.
Mrs. Chas. D. Haines has been elected as President
of the Hains Medina Valley Railroad Co., the line of
road now being built between Lacoste and Castorville,
Texas. For the first time in the history of railroad
building in America, a woman is President of a steam
railroad. Mrs. Haines is about thirty years old, a
highly accomplished woman, and understands the rail-
road business thoroughly.
The discovery of America will be commemorated by
holding the World's Fair in the LInited States in 1S92.
As a woman
—
Queen Isabella of Spain—was the provi-
der of the means, American women will see that she
has full share of honor. Ill\.nois women have inaugu-
rated a plan that will largely attract the woman-thought
to their city. The Queen Isabella Association was
incorporated on the 17th day of August, 1889. This
association has engaged Harriet Hosmer to make a
statue of Isabella of Castile, to be unveiled at the Fair.
There will also be the Isabella Pavilion, which will be
" headquarters" for the women of the world, The statue
is to be provided for by shares of $5 each ; the cost to
be $25,000. i\Iembership certificate in the association,
will be furnished for one dollar. The popular author,
Eliza Starr Allen, has written a history of Isabella of
Castile, the proceeds of which are devoted to the
furtherance of the work of the association. Further
information mav be had by applying to the secretary.
Dr. Frances Dickenson, Room 509, 70 State St.
Chicago.
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WABAN RIPPLES. OUR EXCHANGES.
A CERTAIN professor, accustomed to address mascu-
line audiences, recently delivered a lecture to one of
our advanced classes. In c'osing lie remarked: "1
will endeavor to sum the matter up as briefly as possi-
l)le. You have observed, gentlemen—" He was inter-
rupted by a general smile, but recovered himself quick-
ly : "A thousand pardons—but, you know, evil com-
munications corrupt good manners."
The Rictort Courteous.




A man of the world of thirty.
She was a slender maid—so young
And simple—but so pretty !
He wished to please the daint^' maid.
If he could without much bother;
.So he found her a soft and easy chair.
And by her took another.
And then he showed her engravings rare
—
She looked them o'er with rapture.
And one of Cleopatra fair
Her artist's eye did capture.
He said : " She fascinated all
—
Could e'en Cssar's heart beats quicken
;
And—like all women who conquer kings
She was at that time no chicken."
.She gave a little sidelong glance
Into the mirror bevelled
—
•• Yes, for men like Caesar," she murmured low,
" Prefer their chicken devilled.'''
A jMATHEmatical Sophomore was quite grieved and
surprised that Mr. Puckle, in the chapter of his "Conic
Sections " devoted to the circle, gave no demonstra-
tion of the method of squaring that figure !
According to a pupil of the P. F. S. at Andover,
" the dash is used after some eruption.''
Excited Wellesley girl : I never met a College man
yet who didn't rub it in for all he was worth !
Calm Faculty : I have observed that it is e.xceeding-
ly difiicult for them to refrain from making the utmost
of their opportunities of causing us to experience sen-
sations of discomfort.
Instructor in Ethics : It all depends upon how
you look at it. Why, some people consider dancing
one of the most dangerous steps a man can take.
Very Fresh.
First Fresh.—" What'.s hurry? "
.Second Fresh.— " Coin' t' opera."
First Fresh.—" Matinee?"
Second Fresh.—" Naw, Horatii Flacii Opera."
— Dni/ce's A/ai;n3!iie
^
She.—"This is vexing. These gloves fitted me
when I had them tried on at the counter, but now look




Ah, I see, counterfeits."
—
Colninhia Spec-
Why do these busy little boys
Around the campus caper?
To gather items stale and old
For our great daily paper.
— Yale Coiirant.
Phyllis and Corydon or A Study in Pa.storal
Ethics.
Phyllis took a red rose from the tangles of her hair,
(Time, the Golden Age, the place, Arcadia, anywhere,)
Phyllis laughed, the saucy jade, " Sir Shepherd, wilt
have this
Or" (Bashful god of skipping lambs and oaten reeds !)
" a kiss? "
Bethink thee, gentle Corydon I A rose lasts all night
long,
A kiss but slips from off your lips like a robin's
evening-song,
A kiss that goes where no-one knows '
A rose, a crimson rose I
Corydon made his choice and took
—Well, which do you suppose?
— Yale Lit. Magazine.
" Breezes, breezes, breezes blowing
From the western sea.
From the sunset glowing, glowing,
What have ye for me? "
" We have brought thee love unfailing
From -the western sea.
From thy lover sailing, sailing,
Sailing home to thee."
" Breezes, breezes, breezes blowing
To the western sea,
To the sunset glowing, glowing.
Bear ye this for me
;
Bear ye safe my love unfailing
To the western sea,
To my lover sailing, sailing.
Sailing home to me."
— I'assar Miscellany.
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MAGAZINE REVIEWS BOOK REVIEWS.
The J'onnii far Marcli opt'iis with :in inlcrcsliiii;
article by Frederic Harri.son. Tlie writer start.s with a
comparison between tlie France of 1787 and tlie France
of 1887, a comparison siigo;esled by the new edition of
Arthur Young's famous Travels in France. From this
.\Ir. Harrison goes on to a very incisive characterization
of the F'rench peasant, and closes with an estimate of
his value as a factor in European progress.—" ,\ Year
of Republican Control " by (ien. Dawes is an instructive
example of the binding influence of party sjjirit.— /An-
other article of a political characterand of much greater
value than tliat Just mentioned is Dr. Hart's " Do tlie
the People Wish Reform.
—
,\ question of great impor-
tance is raised by Judge Tourge in " The Right to
Vote."' The point made is that the Fit'teenth Amend-
ment does not prohibit the enclusion of negroes nor
minors from the franchise. Considered in conjiection
with the present condition of natives in the .South, this
is certainly a question of the utmost moment.— Inves-
tors will read with attention what Piof. Gleed lias to
say on " Western .Mortgages."—Other valuable articles
are "The Relation of Art to Truth " by .Mallock, and
" The Spector of the .Monk'' by Farrer.—The number
closes with an attack on the use of vivisection. Some
valuable evidence is adduced.—Of special interest is a
letter on the subject by Lawson Tait, the eminent
English surgeon.
T/ie N'oitli .l/iii-ruaii /I't'v/ew for Alarch sustains the
reputation of that magazine for debate. It opens with
a continuation of the Gladstone—Blaine controversy
by Senator iMorrill, who says that America still needs
a protective tarifl"; but in time, by gradual moves, may
do away with it, as did England—.And it closes with
a duel over the " Limitatins of the Speakership." waged
between Speaker Reed and E.x-spcaker Carlisle. The
stand of each is well defended.—Between these debates
are a number of especially fine articles. " Coming
Men in England " by Justin .McCarthy is well worth
reading forcurrent English politics. He names .Arthur
Balfour, Parnell, Wm. Harcourt, John .Morley, Henry
Fowler, Sir Charles Russel, and possibly Laboucliere,
as coming men.—George Westinghouse, Jr. discusses
at length the safest measures to be,adopted for guard-
ing against the dangers from electric mains, at the same
time lessening the expense of their const.uction and
operation.—Bellamy conics with " Looking Backward,
Again ; " this time in answer to his opponents, espec-
ially Gen. \\'alker. He concludes with a concise out-
line of what the Nationalists to begin w»ith, propose to
do. Their scheme includes education of the masses,
assumption by municipalities of heating, lighting and
other services now performed by corporations ; nation-
alization of telephones, telegraphs, railroads and mines ;
reform in legislation is not forgotten by them.—
A
daughter of Brigham Young sends a strong appeal for
the iMormons on the ground of their family life, of
which she paints a vivid picture.— Ingersoll contributes
the second part of his defense, telling why he is an
Agnostic.—And Ma.x O'Rell amuses us by a spicy paper
on " Lively Journalism," which he says, shows another
phase of " Yankee Ingenuity." He does not think that
American Journalism needs an apology.
Ilaii'did aiiniicx ill Classical I'liilology, Vol. 1. luii-
Iciibya Coiniiiillce of the Classical /iistnic/ors of llai-
'i'lud lliiiversily. lioslon, U. S. A. : (Jinn ami
Company. London: Ginn ts' Co. Leipsic: Olio
IIcinassouiilz. $1.00. This work, as its name im-
ports, is not a contiibulion to the literature of the
parlor table, but to the shelves of tlic student. The
value of these papers is altogether of a positive nature,
while they are rich in information and suggestion for
the general classical student. Prof. James B. Green-
ough furnishes to this volume an e.vhairstive treatise on
the position of the l-'ance.t of the Roman house: and
an interesting discussion on .some Latin IClymoiogies,
as, for instance, elenienlnni (el (1) eui (ni) en (n)
liiin), And p>07'/nciii, whose origin is traced to the
idea of forward conquest, being " engaged at the front :"
also a brilliant, if not necessarily convincing, interpre-
tation of a puzzling line in one of -Martial's epigrams.
Prof". \V. B. (Goodwin, contributes two articles, carrying
the weight of his authority, on points in Greek construc-
tion; Prof. George M. Lane. " Notes on Ouintilian,"
in one of which he clears up. in a very happy way. a
passage heretofore regarded as hopelessly blind. Tliere
are also interesting articles, by Clement Lawrence
Smith, suggesting an emendation of the e.xpression
fgret(iii/ii piiblicinii (Tac. Ann. 111. 70,4) ; by Harold
N. Fowler, on a treatise of Plutarch; by -Albert A,
Howard, on the use of the perfect infinitive, in Latin,
with the force of the present; by George iM. Richard-
son, on peculiarities in the style of \'ilruvius ; by
Herman W. Haley, on the social and domestic position
of women in Aristophanes ; and, by -Morris H. .Morgan
a treatise in Latin. De f^iiis eliciendi Modis opiid
Antiquos. valuable and interesting because of the sub-
ject and the thorough nature of its treatment. This
article is elucidated by a page of illustrations. A page
is also given to a diagram of a Roman house, in con-
nection with the paper on the Fauces by Prof.
Greenough.
NEW BOOKS IN THE COLLEGE LIBRARY.
Latin Hynin-writers. By Samuel W. Dufifield.
Mechanics. By I. P. Church.
Selections from Berkeley.
Marius the Epicurean . By Walter Pater.
Tristram Shandy By Laurence -Sterne.
Sentimental 'Journey . Bv Laurence Sterne.
Plato and Paul. By J. W. Mendenhall.
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